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International Canoe Federation Disciplines

Dragon boatCanoe freestyle

Canoe sprint

Wildwater canoeing

Canoe poloCanoe marathonExtreme canoe slalom

Para canoeCanoe slalom



Stand up paddling

Recognized Disciplines

Canoe sailing

Ocean racing

Waveski surfing

Va´ a



Human Abilities Important for Succes in Canoeing

Power Endurance

Speed Balance

(Coordination)



Canoe speed factors

in Canoe marathon

the ability to maintain a constant 
power on the paddle blade

the ability to keep all the elements 
in balance when changing the 
tempo 

the ability to communicate power on 
the paddle in the shortest 
possible time 

the ability to rest the musculature in 
the shortest possible time 

the ability to achieve the shock impulse of force 
on the paddle during the procedure with 
the prepared musculature 

a pronounced exhalation that follows 
after pulling the paddle out of the 
water 

exhale and inhale must always be in 
metric-rhythmic balance 

ability to continuously monitor and correct 
balance, boat movement, boat 
trajectory, canoe-paddle-canoe balance 

ability to control key technical 
parameters when paddling a boat



Specificity of canoeing technique

Correct posture in a boat

Mobility

Balans - Stability

Uniformity Simetry

Sinhronization

High frequency of movement



Principles of Training Techniques

the principle of sustainability 

the principle of systematicity and gradualness

principle of availability

the principle of obviousnessprinciple of awareness and activity



Auxilliary Means in Teaching Kayak Technique 

For improving safety

For developing balanse

For reaching high 
paddling frequency

For learning 
technique as 
a whole

For 
emphasising 
some 
technique 
details

For acquiring  specific 
feeling for water

























Different diciplines as a mean of development

Dragon boatCanoe freestyle

Canoe sprint

Wildwater canoeing

Canoe poloCanoe marathonExtreme canoe slalom

Para canoeCanoe slalom



Conclusion

Learning technique in kayak sport is most importan period in athletes carieer. Learning technique is never ending story. In
praxis in Serbia this process are ussualy underastimated and is leeved without control.

Auxilliary means for learning kayak technique are mass invented and produced in a last decade.

Used means are consist of detailed planed of old and usual methods, new methods, different medias, and different
equipment and requizits.

Benefits of using mentioned methods are faster learning, and learning with more quality,

Usualy new means of learning technique in kayak are cheap but requested additional energy and time for creating.

Every trainer in every club should think about inovations and new kind of approach for training.

Mentioned methods could stop and transform todays situation when from 100 begginers in kayak in Serbia ussualy only 3-5
remain in training after period of learning technique.

Thank you for your attention!


